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Lower Limb Loss
• NO currently available lower 

limb prosthesis provides 
natural somatosensation

• Why is this important?
• Difficulty in negotiating uneven or 

changing terrain  
• High cognitive effort and energy 

cost of ambulation
• Low balance confidence
• Increased fall risk
• Asymmetric limb loading
• Overuse and injuries to intact limb



Amputee Sensation
Interfacing with nerves in the residuum above the knee can elicit sensations 
referred to the missing foot

• Implanted multi-contact 
electrodes on residual nerves 
with temporary percutaneous 
leads
– Map stimulated responses
– Elicit natural sensations of 

plantar pressure
– Match perceptions in intact 

limb
– Characterize long-term 

stability of psychometric & 
physiological responses



Volunteers

Subject Age
(years)

Years Post-
Amputation Affected Side

1 67 48 Left
2 54 9 Right
3 66 23 Right

Subject 3

Lateral

Superior Medtronic in-line 
connectors



Perceptual Maps
• Discrete, distributed locations 
• Perceived as arising from the missing limb
• Various sensory modalities

Charhkhkar et al. JNE, 2018



Overlap in Percepts

Subject 1

Sensations are:
• Anatomically 

organized
• Proximal 

responses predict 
distal responses

Charhkhkar et al. 
JNE, 2018



Sensory Modalities

Contact Sensation Elicited at Threshold
P1 “It’s an awareness, no movement, no pressure”
P15 “My toes are pushing down against a surface”
T8 “My big toe wanted to move, but there was not enough to do it”
T14 “Very light touch, on top of the big toe”
S6 “Coolness on top of the fifth toe and behind it”
S5 “It was like a feather touching my ankle”
S7 “Like a piece of hair, or piece of grass rubbed against my calf”
T14 “Feels like it is pushing down against something solid”
T5 “My toe wants to pull upward, away from the ground”

S - Sciatic; T - Tibial;  P - Peroneal Cuff

• Elicited sensations vary by contact
• Change from tactile (touch) to proprioceptive (movement) at 

higher stimulus currents
Charkhkar et al., JNE 2018






Effects on Body Image
Stimulation-induced sensation normalizes perception of 
phantom limb location and orientation

• Subject 1: The perceived phantom foot location moved from the end 
of the residual limb toward the ground

• Can be enhanced by adding other interventions (i.e., mirror therapy)

Baseline prior to stimulation
(6 cm from residual limb)

After one month of neural stimulation
(36 cm from residual limb)



Central Processing
• Is stimulation-induced sensation processed differently 

than natural touch?
– Compare processing delays to tactile input on intact leg

Electrical Stim vs. Light Tactor vs. Light

Christie et al., JNE 2019



Visual-tactile Synchrony
• Central processing time & temporal sensitivity of stimulation-induced 

sensation (N=8 contacts) are similar to natural touch
• Stimulation-induced sensation could be delayed up to 111+62 ms 

without the delay being reliably detected
Electrical Stim vs. Light

Tactor vs. Light

Christie et al., JNE 2019



Initial Demonstration






Closing the loop






Sensation & Balance
• Sensory Organization Test (SOT)  

– Controlled disruption of visual, vestibular, and 
proprioceptive information

– SMART Balance Master (Natus Medical Inc.)
• Test Conditions

– With/without elicited sensations of plantar 
pressure intensity & location (2 subjects)

– 6 sensory disruption conditions:
Vision VestibularBaseline Proprio Combination



Sway Reduced
• Sensory feedback resulted in 

significantly less sway in 
both subjects when:
◦ Proprioceptive AND 

vestibular inputs were 
simultaneously disrupted 
(condition 6)

Representative stabilogram



Sensation & Foot Placement
• Isolate the role of plantar 

cutaneous sensation during a 
functional task
– Subjects blindfolded 
– Rung spacing randomized
– With/without sensory stimulation

• Outcomes
– Stepping strategy

• Foot placement
• Searching behaviors

– Stepping error 
• Stepped on two rungs at once
• Foot slipped off the rung
• Rung completely missed



Effects on Stepping Behavior

Without feedback

With feedback
• Foot placement on the 

prosthetic side resembles 
that of the intact foot

• Probing and loading with 
entire plantar surface 

• High number of mis-steps 
with prosthesis

• Probing with the heel to 
transmit pressure through 
the pylon to detect rungs









• No significant difference
• May reflect interaction with walking 

speed

*
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Accuracy

• Errors per rung decreased significantly 
with stimulation evoked sensation of 
plantar pressure

Sensory feedback can improve foot placement accuracy



Into the Wild
• Home-going Trial Pending

– Wireless communication with insole pressure 
sensors 

– Minimal external connectors and cabling to 
external stimulator

– Easy and intuitive charging (removable battery 
and wall charger) 

– Cell phone based clinician and user interfaces

External 
Stimulator



Into the Future
• Quantify effects of sensory 

feedback on: 
– Gait stability & symmetry
– Balance confidence
– Cognitive burden
– Challenging or changing terrain
– Internal cognitive model

• Enroll additional subjects
• Initiate take-home trials
• Extend to trans-femoral amputees
• Explore applicability to diabetic 

neuropathies or dysvascular limb 
loss



Parting Words

“It was a good day.”
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